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Abstract—In this paper, the reproduction of trigonometric polynomials with
two-overlapping local cosine bases is investigated. This study is motivated by the
need to represent most effectively a Fourier series in the form of a localized cosine
series for the purpose of local analysis, thus providing a vehicle for the transition
from classical harmonic analysis to analysis by Wilson-type wavelets. It is shown
that there is one and only one class, which is a one-parameter family, of window
functions that allows pointwise reproduction of all global harmonics, where the
parameter is the order of smoothness of the window functions. It turns out that this
class of window functions is also optimal in the sense that all global harmonics are
reproduced by using a minimal number of the local trigonometric basis functions.
© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Following the approach of Sullivan et al. [9] for the localization of trigonometric basis
functions, Daubechies et al. [5] presented a characterization of window functions in the
Fourier domain that can be used to localize certain trigonometric polynomials to give an
orthonormal local trigonometric basis of
L2 :5 L2~R!.
In another development, Malvar [7] introduced an efficient algorithm based on a certain lapped
orthogonal discrete cosine transform (DCT) to remove “block artifacts” induced by block
DCT, while Coifman and Meyer [4] gave a set of sufficient conditions under which the
“two-overlapping” window functions give rise to an orthonormal local cosine basis of L2.
Here, the notion of “two-overlapping,” introduced in Chui and Shi [3], can be described
as follows. Let {aj : j [ Z}, with aj , aj11 and lim
j36`
aj 5 6`, be arbitrarily given.
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Then the functions wj( x), j [ Z, defined on R, are called two-overlapping window
functions, if there exist positive numbers ej, j [ Z, with
ej 1 ej11 # aj11 2 aj, j [ Z, (1)
such that
supp wj , @aj 2 ej, aj11 1 ej11#, j [ Z. (2)
Observe that two-overlapping window functions satisfy the property that the supports of
any two nonadjacent ones do not overlap, except possibly at the endpoints of their
supports. In other words, if the values of wk( x) at the endpoints of their supports are set
to be zero (when they are not continuous there), then under the conditions (1)–(2), we have
wj( x)wk( x) 5 0 for all x [ R, as long as uj 2 ku . 1.
In [4], Coifman and Meyer gave the following conditions on the two-overlapping
wj( x)’s to ensure that they are window functions of an orthonormal basis of L2:
0 # wj~ x! # 1, x [ R, (3)
wj~ x! 5 1, aj 1 ej # x # aj11 2 ej11, (4)
wj~aj 1 x! 5 wj21~aj 2 x!, uxu # ej (5)
wj
2~aj 1 x! 1 wj21
2 ~aj 1 x! 5 1, uxu # ej. (6)
More precisely, the main result in [4] can be stated as follows: if wj(x), j [ Z, are
two-overlapping window functions that satisfy (3)–(6), then the localized cosine
functions
cj
k~ x! :5 wj~ x!cosS Sk 1 12Dp x 2 ajaj11 2 ajD , j [ Z, k [ N0,
constitute an orthonormal basis of L2. A detailed study, including certain generalization
of this result to allow for other trigonometric polynomials, can be found in [1, 2].
More recently, in order to give more flexibility to include various desirable features
(which are sometimes required in certain applications), orthogonality is replaced by
biorthogonality. For example, in [6], Jawerth and Swelden introduced dual windows w˜j( x)
to replace (6) by
wj~aj 1 x!w˜j~aj 1 x! 1 wj21~aj 1 x!w˜j21~aj 1 x! 5 1, uxu # ej,
so as to remove the restriction (3) on the nonnegative two-overlapping window functions
wj(x). However, the conditions (4) and (5) on wj(x) were still retained in the study of
biorthogonal local cosine bases in [6]. In [8], since the interest was to determine “optimal”
bells, the constraint, wj(x) 5 1 for aj 1 ej # x # aj11 2 ej11 in (4) must be removed. So, in
both [6] and [8], even though dual window functions w˜j(x) were introduced, the “symmetry”
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property (5) of wj(x) was still retained. In applications to signal processing, such as speech
analysis and synthesis, it is best not to impose any symmetry condition on the window
functions, since arbitrary waveforms must be considered. Observe that by requiring the
symmetry condition (5) on wj(x), the local cosine basis functions crk and csl, with r Þ s, are
still orthogonal. In a more recent paper [3], Chui and Shi studied the most general biorthogonal
setting, without imposing (3)–(5) on the two-overlapping window functions wj(x).
In this paper, we are interested in recapturing (or reproducing) all trigonometric
polynomials from the local trigonometric basis functions. The main motivation for this
study is to initiate the study of vehicles that provide a transition from classical harmonic
analysis to the analysis in terms of local cosines, or more generally, Wilson-type wavelets.
As a specific example, if we have
cos npx 5 O
j[Z
On ajkn cjk~ x!, n 5 0, 1, . . .
and
sin npx 5 O
j[Z
On bjkn cjk~ x!, n 5 1, 2, . . . ,
where ¥n denotes a finite sum over k, with number of terms depending on n, then any
Fourier series has a simple local cosine representation, namely:
O
n
~cncos npx 1 dnsin npx! 5 O
j[Z
O
n
On ~cnajkn 1 dnbjkn !cjk~ x!.
(We will show in this paper that this can be achieved, and the expression can even be
simplified, in that ajkn 5 (21) jnak(n) and bjkn 5 (21) jnbk(n). Recall that ¥n are finite sums.)
The main concern in this paper is the smoothness of the basis functions c jk, which
directly depends on the smoothness of the window functions wj( x). It turns out that for
the two-overlapping setting, we again have to give up orthogonality if we require wj( x)
5 w( x 2 j) to be in C1(R).
The reason for restricting to the study of the uniformly spaced setting, with
aj 5 j [ Z,
is that the trigonometric polynomials cos npx and sin npx are periodic. In addition, since
this is the first attempt to study this problem, we only focus our attention on the study of
integer translates of a single window function w( x), namely,
wj~ x! 5 w~ x 2 j!, j [ Z. (7)
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Following [3], we consider the following three families of trigonometric polynomials,
Cjk~ x! :5 Î2 cosSk 1 12Dp~ x 2 j!,
Sjk~ x! :5 Î2 sinSk 1 12Dp~ x 2 j!,
and
Djk~ x! :5


 1 for k 5 0 and even j,
Î2 cos kp~ x 2 j!, for k 5 1, 2, . . . and even j,
Î2 sin ~k 1 1!p~ x 2 j!, for k 5 0, 1, . . . and odd j,
and the localized trigonometric functions
w~ x 2 j!T jk~ x!,
with T jk 5 Cjk, Sjk, or Djk. However, since Sjk( x) 5 Cjk(2j 1 1 2 x), the same results
that are established for w( x 2 j)Cjk( x) also hold for w( x 2 j)Sjk( x). Hence, it is safe to
omit studying w( x 2 j)Sjk( x). Restricting ourselves to the integer translates given by (7),
the formulation of the dual windows w˜j( x) 5 w˜( x 2 j) of wj( x) 5 w( x 2 j) in [3] is
given by
w˜~ x! 5


 w~1 2 x!
w~ x!w~1 2 x! 1 w~2x!w~1 1 x! , if 2
1
2 # x ,
1
2 ,
w~1 2 x!
w~ x 2 1!w~2 2 x! 1 w~1 2 x!w~ x! , if
1
2 # x ,
3
2 ,
0, otherwise.
(8)
As a consequence, it turns out that the conditions (4)–(5) on wj( x) for the Coifman–Meyer
orthonormal local cosine basis are also necessary conditions (see Remark 2 in [3]). That
is, we have the following.
LEMMA 1. Let w(x 2 j) be two-overlapping, and suppose that
w~ x 2 j!T jk~ x!, j [ Z, k [ N0
(where Tjk 5 Ckk , Sjk, or Djk) constitute an orthonormal basis of L2. Then w(x) satisfies the
properties
w~ x! 5 w~1 2 x!, (9)
w2~ x! 1 w2~2x! 5 1, x [ F2 12 , 12G . (10)
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An important tool for the investigation of local trigonometric bases is the folding operators
(see, e.g., Wickerhauser [10]). The essential property of a folding operator 7w is
^ f, cjk& 5 E
j
j11
7w f ~ x!T jk~ x!dx, j [ Z, k [ N0, (11)
when the integrals are well-defined. Thus, for Tjk 5 Cjk, the folding operator 7w is given by
7w f ~ x! :5



w~ x! f~ x! 1 w~2j 2 x! f~2j 2 x! if j # x , j 1 12 , j [ Z,
w~ x! f~ x! 2 w~2j 2 x! f~2j 2 x! if j 2 12 # x , j, j [ Z;
and for Tjk 5 Djk, we have
7w f ~ x! :5



w~ x! f~ x! 1 ~21!jw~2j 2 x! f~2j 2 x! if j # x , j 1 12 , j [ Z,
w~ x! f~ x! 2 ~21!jw~2j 2 x! f~2j 2 x! if j 2 12 # x , j, j [ Z.
2. REPRODUCTION OF CONSTANTS FROM ORTHOGONAL LOCAL
TRIGONOMETRIC BASES
An important property of a local basis is whether the constant functions can be reproduced,
i.e., pointwise generated. From [6, 8], it is known that for cjk(x) :5 w1(x 2 j)Cjk(x) with
w1~ x! :5 x@21/ 2,3/ 2#~ x!sin
p
2 Sx 1 12D , (12)
we have
1 5 O
j[Z
cj
0~ x!, x [ R, (13)
and that w1 is the only two-overlapping window function that gives rise to the orthonor-
mal local cosine basis {cjk} for which (13) holds. Observe that the uniqueness of w1( x)
for reproducing the constant function in (13) is restricted to the lowest frequency term,
namely, k 5 0. In the following, we show that even when higher frequency terms are
allowed, the window function w1( x) remains unique.
PROPOSITION 1. Let {cjk 5 w( z 2j)Cjk} be an orthonormal basis of L2 with a nonnegative
two-overlapping window function w(x). If there exist constants aj,k, j [ Z, k 5 0, . . . , N, such that
1 5 O
j[Z
O
k50
N
aj,kcj
k~ x!, x [ R, (14)
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then
w~ x! 5 w1~ x!,
where w1(x) is given by (12).
Proof. By the orthonormality of {cjk}, it follows from (14) that
0 5 E
R
cj
kdx 5 E
R
c0
kdx 5 E
0
1
7w1~ x!Î2 cosSk 1 12Dpxdx, j [ Z, k . N.
Now, since the functions Î2 cosSk 1 12Dpx, k [ N0, form an orthonormal basis of
L2[0, 1], this holds, if and only if
7w1~ x! 5 O
k50
N
akÎ2 cosSk 1 12Dpx, x [ @0, 1#,
for some ak [ R, k 5 0, . . . , N. This, in turn, is equivalent to
7w1~ x! 5 w~ x! 1 w~2x! 5 O
k50
N
akÎ2 cosSk 1 12Dpx, (15)
7w1~1 2 x! 5 w~1 2 x! 2 w~1 1 x! 5 O
k50
N
akÎ2 sinSk 1 12Dpx, (16)
for x [ F0, 12G . Since {cjk} is an orthonormal basis of L2, it follows from Lemma 1 that
(9) and (10) hold. From (9), it is clear that (16) can be written as
w~ x! 2 w~2x! 5 O
k50
N
akÎ2 sinSk 1 12Dpx, x [ F0, 12G ,
so that
w~ x! 5 O
k50
N
ak
Î2
2 ScosSk 1 12Dpx 1 sinSk 1 12DpxD
5 O
k50
N
aksinSSk 1 12Dpx 1 p4D , x [ F2 12, 32G .
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Furthermore, (10) yields
1 5 SO
k50
N
aksinSSk 1 12Dpx 1 p4DD
2
1 SO
k50
N
akcosSSk 1 12Dpx 1 p4DD
2
5 uO
k50
N
ake
i~~k11/ 2!px1p/4!u2 5 uO
k50
N
ake
ikpxu2. (17)
But an algebraic polynomial in the complex plane with absolute value identically equal 1
on the unit circle must be a monomial. Hence, (17) holds if and only if ak 5 ldk, for
some , [ {0, . . . , N } and ulu 5 1; i.e.,
w~ x! 5 lx@21/ 2,3/ 2#~ x!sinSS, 1 12Dpx 1 p4D .
Finally, from w( x) $ 0, it follows that l 5 1 and , 5 0, and thus, w( x) 5 w1( x). n
Remark 1. By an analogous proof, it can be shown that {cjk 5 w( z 2j) Djk} is an
orthonormal basis of L2 that reproduces the constant functions as in (14), if and only if
w~x! 5
1
2 x@21/ 2,3/ 2!~x!.
In (14), we only consider reproduction of the constant functions. However, it turns out
that all global harmonics can be reproduced by the orthonormal basis, as we will show in
the next section. Observe that w1( x) is continuous but not differentiable. If we want
smooth two-overlapping basis functions to reproduce all global harmonics, then we have
to replace orthogonality by biorthogonality. In this way, we have more freedom for the
choice of the window functions.
3. REPRODUCTION OF TRIGONOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS FROM SMOOTH
LOCAL TRIGONOMETRIC BASES
In view of the formulation of the window function w1( x) in (12) and the standard
approach to smooth w1( x) at the endpoints of its support by taking the Nth power, it is
somewhat natural to consider the feasibility of using the N 2 1 times continuously
differentiable function
w1
N~ x! 5 x@21/ 2,3/ 2#~ x!sinN
p
2 Sx 1 12D (18)
as a window function to give a Riesz basis. However, we will see in what follows that this
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function must be used as the “dual window” instead. In other words, it follows from (8)
that the functions
wN~ x! :5 x@21/ 2,3/ 2#~ x!
sinN
p
2 Sx 1 12D
sin2N
p
2 Sx 1 12D 1 cos2N p2 Sx 1 12D
, N [ N0, (19)
are to be used as the window functions. We will show in the following that, in fact, they
are “optimal” windows for the reproduction of all trigonometric polynomials. Obviously,
we have
wN [ CN21~R!, (20)
and because of (20), we can choose window functions of arbitrary smoothness. We will
now study how trigonometric polynomials are reproduced by using these windows. For
this, we need the notation
«, :5 H 1 if , ; 0, 1 mod 4,21 if , ; 2, 3 mod 4.
THEOREM 1. Let N [ N0 be arbitrarily given. Then the functions c jk :5 w2N11( z 2j )Cjk
[ C2N(R), j [ Z and k [ N0, form a Riesz basis of L2 with Riesz bounds A 5 1 and B 5
22N, such that for every n [ N0 ,
cos npx 5 O
j[Z
O
k5max~0,n2N21!
n1N
~21!jnak~n!cjk~ x!, (21)
sin npx 5 O
j[Z
O
k5max~0,n2N21!
n1N
~21!jnbk~n!cjk~ x!, (22)
with
ak~n! 5 222N21S«n2kS 2N 1 1N 1 n 2 kD 1 «n1k11S 2N 1 1N 2 n 2 kDD ,
bk~n! 5 222N21S«n2k21S 2N 1 1N 1 n 2 kD 2 «n1kS 2N 1 1N 2 n 2 kDD . (23)
Proof. Obviously, the window functions w2N11 are symmetric with respect to x
5
1
2 . Then, from the fact that
wN
2 ~ x! 1 wN
2 ~2x! 5
1
sin4N12
p
2 Sx 1 12D 1 cos4N12 p2 Sx 1 12D
,
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we obtain the Riesz bounds 1 and 22N. Furthermore, from (8), we see that the dual
window is given by
w˜2N11~ x! :5 x@21/ 2,3/ 2#~ x!sin2N11
p
2 Sx 1 12D .
Now, we have
sin2N11t 5 Seit 2 e2it2i D
2N11
5 S 12iD
2N11 O
,50
2N11 S2N 1 1, D ~21!,ei~2N1122,!t
5 S 12iD
2N11 O
,50
N S2N 1 1, D ~21!,~ei~2N1122,!t 2 e2i~2N1122,!t!
5 222N O
,50
N S2N 1 1, D ~21!N2,sin~2~N 2 ,! 1 1!t.
Using t 5
p
2 Sx 1 12D , we obtain
w˜2N11~ x! 5 222N O
,50
N S2N 1 1N 2 , D ~21!,sinSS, 1 12DpSx 1 12DD
5 Î2 O
,50
N Sa2N11,,cosS, 1 12Dpx 1 b2N11,,sinS, 1 12DpxD , x [ F2 12 , 32G ,
with
a2N11,, :5 222N21«,11S2N 1 1N 2 , D ,
b2N11,, :5 222N21«,S2N 1 1N 2 , D , , 5 2N 2 1, . . . , N.
Hence, the dual basis functions are given by c˜ jk( x) 5 c˜ 0k( x 2 j) with
c˜ 0
k~ x! 5 w˜N~ x!Î2 cosSk 1 12Dpx 5 O
,50
N
~a2N11,,~cos~k 1 , 1 1!px
1 cos~k 2 ,!px! 1 b2N11,,~sin~k 1 , 1 1!px 2 sin~k 2 ,!px!!.
Since a2N11,2, 5 a2N11,,21 and b2N11,2, 5 2b2N11,,21, we obtain
c˜ 0
k~x! 5 O
,52N21
N
~a2N11,,cos~k 1 , 1 1!px 1 b2N11,,sin~k 1 , 1 1!px!, x [ F2 12, 32G .
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Thus, we have
^cos~np z !, c˜ j
k& 5 E
21/ 2
3/ 2
~21!njcos npxc0k~ x!dx
5 ~21!nj O
,52N21
N
a2N11,, E
0
2
cos npx cos~k 1 , 1 1!pxdx
5 ~21!nj O
,52N21
N
a2N11,,~dn,k1,11 1 d2n,k1,11!,
and analogously,
^sin~np z !, c˜ jk& 5 ~21!nj O
,52N21
N
b2N11,,~dn,k1,11 2 d2n,k1,11!.
By the biorthogonality of {cjk} and {c˜ jk}, the assertion follows immediately. n
By combining (21) and (22), it is possible to reproduce every harmonic
cos~npx 2 a! 5 cos a cos npx 1 sin a sin npx, n [ N0, a [ R, (24)
in the form of a Marsden-type identity.
COROLLARY 1. Let N [ N0 be arbitrarily given, and c jk :5 w2N11( z 2j )Cjk. Then for
each a [ R,
cos~npx 2 a! 5 221/ 222N O
j[Z
~21!jnS O
k50
N1n S 2N 1 1N 1 k 2 nDcosSSn 2 k 2 12D p2 2 aDcjk~ x!
1 O
k50
N2n
~21!jnS 2N 1 1N 2 n 2 kDcosSSn 1 k 1 12D p2 2 aDcjk~ x!D ,
for n 5 0, . . . , N, and
cos~npx 2 a! 5 221/ 222N O
j[Z
~21!jn O
k5n2N21
n1N S 2N 1 1N 1 n 2 kDcosSSn 2 k 2 12D p2 2 aDcjk~x!,
for n 5 N 1 1, . . . .
For w( x) 5 w2N( x), we can establish a similar assertion for the trigonometric
functions Djk. For this, we need the notation
h, :5


 1 if , ; 0 mod 4,
21 if , ; 2 mod 4,
0 if , ; 1, 3 mod 4.
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THEOREM 2. Let N [ N0 be arbitrarily given. Then the functions cjk :5 w2N( z 2j)Djk,
j [ Z, k [ N0, form a Riesz basis of L2 with Riesz bounds A 5 1 and B 5 22N21, such
that for every n [ N0,
cos npx 5 O
j[Z
O
k5max~0,n2N!
n1N
~ak
0~n!c2j
k 2 ~21!nbk1~n!c 2j11k21 !, (25)
sin npx 5 O
j[Z
O
k5max~0,n2N!
n1N
~bk0~n!c2jk 1 ~21!nak1~n!c2j11k21 !, (26)
where
ak
j ~n! 5 21/ 222NEkShn2kS 2NN 1 n 2 kD 1 ~21!jhn1kS 2NN 1 n 1 kDD ,
bkj ~n! 5 21/ 222NShn2k21S 2NN 1 n 2 kD 1 ~21!jhn1k21S 2NN 1 n 1 kDD ,
with
Ek :5


 1
Î2 if k 5 0,
1 otherwise.
(27)
Proof. Analogous to Theorem 1, we obtain the Riesz bounds stated in the theorem and
the dual windows
w˜2N~ x! 5 x@21/ 2,3/ 2#~ x!sin2N
p
2 Sx 1 12D .
From
sin2Nt 5 Seit 2 e2it2i D
2N
5 ~2i!22N O
,50
2N S2N, D ~21!2N2,ei~2N22,!t
5 222NSS2NN D 1 O
,50
N21 S2N, D ~21!N2,~ei2~N2,!t 1 e2i2~N2,!t!D
5 2122NS12 S2NN D 1 O
,51
N
~21!,S 2NN 2 ,Dcos 2,tD ,
we conclude, by substituting t 5
p
2 Sx 1 12D , that
w˜2N~ x! 5 2122NS12 S2NN D 1 O
,51
N
~21!,S 2NN 2 ,Dcos pSx 1 12DD
5 Î2 Sa2N,02 1 O
,51
N
~a2N,,cos ,px 1 b2N,,sin ,px!D , x [ F2 12 , 32G ,
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with
a2N,, :5 21/ 222Nh,S 2NN 2 ,D , b2N,, :5 21/ 222Nh,21S 2NN 2 ,D , , 5 2N, . . . , N.
Following the proof of Theorem 1, we have
^cos~np z !, c˜ 2j
k & 5 Ek O
,52N
N
a2N,,~dn,k1, 1 d2n,k1,!,
^sin~np z !, c˜ 2jk & 5 Ek O
,52N
N
b2N,,~dn,k1, 2 d2n,k1,!,
^cos~np z !, c˜ 2j11
k21 & 5 2~21!n O
,52N
N
b2N,,~dn,k1, 1 d2n,k1,!,
^sin~np z !, c˜ 2j11k21 & 5 ~21!n O
,52N
N
a2N,,~dn,k1, 2 d2n,k1,!.
This completes the proof of the theorem. n
Analogous to Corollary 1, we have, as a consequence of Theorem 2, the following
Marsden-type identity. Here, recall the notation of Ek from (27).
COROLLARY 2. Let N [ N0 be arbitrarily given, and cjk :5 w2N( z 2j)Djk. Then for each
a [ R,
cos~npx 2 a! 5 21/ 222N O
j[Z
S O
k50
N1n SS 2NN 1 n 2 kDcosS ~n 2 k! p2 2 aDEkc2jk ~ x!
2 ~21!nS 2NN 1 n 2 kDcosS ~n 2 k 2 1! p2 2 aDc2j11k21 ~ x!D
1 O
k50
N2n SS 2NN 2 n 2 kDcosS ~n 1 k! p2 2 aDEkc2jk ~ x!
S1 ~21!nS 2NN 2 n 2 kDcosS ~n 1 k 2 1! p2 2 aDc2j11k21 ~ x!DDD ,
for n 5 0, . . . , N, and
cos~npx 2 a! 5 21/ 222N O
j[Z
O
k5n2N
n1N SS 2NN 2 n 1 kDcosS ~n 2 k! p2 2 aDc2jk ~ x!
2 ~21!nS 2NN 2 n 1 kDcosS ~n 2 k 2 1! p2 2 aDc2j11k21 ~ x!D ,
for n 5 N 1 1, N 1 2, . . . .
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Now, we have, for each N [ N0, a local trigonometric basis {cjk} , CN21(R) of L2,
such that each global harmonic cos(npx 2 a), a [ R, with integer frequency n, can be
reproduced by using N 1 1 basis functions cjk for each time index j [ Z. It turns out
that a local trigonometric basis is uniquely determined by these properties as stated in the
following two theorems.
THEOREM 3. Let {cjk 5 w( z 2j)Cjk} be a Riesz basis of L2 with a nonnegative
two-overlapping window w [ C2N(R). If there exist constants aj,k and bj,k , j [ Z, k 5
0, . . . , N, such that
1 5 O
j[Z
O
k50
N
aj,kcj
k~ x!, x [ R, (28)
and
sin~px! 5 O
j[Z
O
k50
N11
bj,kcjk~ x!, x [ R, (29)
then
w~ x! 5 aw2N11~ x!,
for some positive constant a.
Proof. If {cjk} is a Riesz basis of L2, its dual basis is given by {c˜ jk 5 w˜( z 2j)Cjk} for some
dual window. Analogous to the proof of Proposition 1, we conclude from (28) that
w˜~ x! 1 w˜~2x! 5 O
,50
N
a,Î2 cosS, 1 12Dpx, x [ F0, 12G ,
w˜~ x! 2 w˜~2 2 x! 5 O
,50
N
a,Î2 cosS, 1 12Dpx, x [ F12 , 1G ,
for some a, [ R.
Furthermore, from (29), it follows that ^sin px, c˜ jk& 5 0 for k . N 1 1. This implies that
7w˜sin~p z !~ x! 5 Î2 O
,50
N11
c,cosS, 1 12Dpx, x [ @0, 1#, (30)
for some real coefficients c,. For x [ F0, 12G, since
7w˜sin~p z !~ x! 5 ~w˜~ x! 2 w˜~2x!!sin px,
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we obtain, by the compound angle formulas, that
w˜~ x! 2 w˜~2x! 5 Î2 O
,50
N11
c,Scot px cosS, 2 12Dpx 2 sinS, 2 12DpxD , x [ F0, 12G .
Because {c˜ jk} is a Riesz basis, it follows from [3, Thm. 3] that w˜ [ L`(R), and
thus,
O
,50
N11
c, 5 0.
In this case, we have
O
,50
N11
c,cosS, 2 12Dpx 5 O
,50
N~1!22
c˜,ScosS, 1 32Dpx 2 cosS, 2 12DpxD ,
with some suitable coefficients c˜,. Again, by the compound angle formulas
cot pxScosS, 2 12Dpx 2 cosS, 1 32DpxD 5 cot px sinS, 1 12Dpx sin px
5 sinS, 1 32Dpx 1 sinS, 2 12Dpx,
it follows that
w˜~ x! 2 w˜~2x! 5 O
,50
N
b,sinS, 1 12Dpx, x [ F0, 12G , (31)
with some suitable coefficients b,. One then deduces easily that
7w˜sin~p z !~ x! 5 O
,50
N
b,ScosS, 1 32Dpx 1 cosS, 2 12DpxD , x [ F0, 12G .
(32)
From (30), it follows that (32) also holds for x [ F12, 1G . By (31) and (32), we have
w˜~ x! 1 w˜~2 2 x! 5 O
,50
N
b,sinS, 1 12Dpx, x [ F12 , 1G .
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Hence, the dual window w˜ must take on the representation
w˜~ x! 5 O
,50
N Sa,cosS, 1 12Dpx 1 b,sinS, 1 12DpxD x [ F2 12 , 32G . (33)
From the compound angle formulas, it follows that w˜ can also be written as w˜( x) 5
x[21/ 2,3/ 2]( x)q( x) with
q~ x! 5 O
,50
N Sc,cosS, 1 12DpSx 1 12D 1 d,sinS, 1 12DpSx 1 12DD ,
with some c,, d, [ R. Obviously, w˜ [ Cm(R) if and only if
q~n!S2 12D 5 q~n!S32D 5 0, n 5 0, . . . , m. (34)
Since
q~2n!S2 12D 5 2q~2n!S32D 5 O
,50
N
~2, 1 1!2nc,,
q~2n11!S2 12D 5 2q~2n11!S32D 5 O
,50
N
~2, 1 1!2n11d,,
it follows that (34) can be written as
F C OO D GF cd G 5 0, (35)
where c 5 [c,],50N , d 5 [d,],50N ,
C 5 @~2, 1 1!2n#0#n#m/ 2,0#,#N,
D 5 @~2, 1 1!2n11#0#n#~m21!/ 2,0#,#N.
For m 5 2N 1 1, we have C, D [ R(N11)3(N11) and that C 5 [ x,n]n,,50N , with x, 5
(2, 1 1)2, is a Vandermonde matrix. Hence, det C Þ 0 and
det D 5 P
,50
N
~2, 1 1!det C Þ 0.
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In other words, for m 5 2N, the coefficient matrix in (35) is a (2N 1 1) 3 (2N 1 2)
matrix with full rank. Hence, the solution space of the homogeneous linear system (35)
has dimension 1. That is, w˜ is a constant multiple of w˜2N11( x), or
w~ x! 5 aw2N11~ x!, a . 0. n
THEOREM 4. Let {cjk 5 w( z 2j)Djk} be a Riesz basis of L2 with a nonnegative
two-overlapping window function w [ C2N21(R). If there exist constants aj,k and bj,k , j [
Z, k 5 0, . . . , N, such that
1 5 O
j[Z
O
k50
N
aj,kcj
k~ x!, x [ R, (36)
sin~px! 5 O
j[Z
O
k50
N11
bj,kcjk~ x!, x [ R, (37)
then
w~ x! 5 aw2N~ x!,
for some positive constant a.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3, we have
w˜~ x! 5 x@21/ 2,3/ 2#~ x!q~ x! (38)
with
q~ x! 5 O
,50
N
c,cos ,pSx 1 12D 1 O
,50
N21
d,sin~, 1 1!pSx 1 12D . (39)
Obviously, w˜ [ Cm(R) if and only if
q~n!S2 12D 5 q~n!S32D 5 0, n 5 0, . . . , m. (40)
Since
q~2n!S2 12D 5 2q~2n!S32D 5 O
,50
N
,2nc,,
q~2n11!S2 12D 5 2q~2n11!S32D 5 O
,50
N21
~, 1 1!2n11d,,
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(40) can be written as
F C OO D GF cd G 5 0, (41)
where
C 5 @,2n#0#n#m/ 2,0#,#N,
D 5 @~, 1 1!2n11#0#n#~m21!/ 2,0#,#N21.
Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3, we see that for m 5 2N 2 1, the coefficient matrix
of (41) has full rank. Hence, the solution space has dimension 1, and this completes the
proof of the theorem. n
Remark 2. The uniqueness results in Theorems 3 and 4 only demand two harmonics,
1 and sin px, to be reproduced. From the proof of the theorems, we see that a local
trigonometric basis which reproduces these two functions reproduces all global harmonics
given by (24) as well. Indeed, (28) and (29) imply that the dual window w˜ satisfies (33)
or (38)–(39), and one can easily deduce that
^cos~np z 2a!, c˜ j
k& 5 0, j [ Z, k¸H



n 2
N
2


, . . . ,



n 1
N
2

J .
Therefore, the window functions wN( x) are indeed optimal in the sense that the highest
order of smoothness is achieved by using the smallest number of required basis functions
for the reproduction of trigonometric polynomials.
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